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QUARTERMASTER RESEARCH 6 ENGINEERING COMMAND, US ARMY
omcu oC TW - 0 gENERAL

Major General Andrew T. &Namara
The Quartermaster General
Wjshington 25, D. C.

Dear General HtcNamara:

This report, "Composite Personnel Armor," presents results of an
exploratory study of the ballistic properties of materials. Significant
findings of this inveat:.gation, using the, .22 caliber 17 grain fragi~ent
s3iiulating projectile, are as follows:

A composici structure of titanium and nylon cloth was found
to be superior to any knoun single armor material.

A significant syneristic effect was noted when a material
with a high stopping power was combined with a material
possessing high enery absorption. A method or selecting
components for a synergi*tic composite that is better than
my single component was suggested by the use of ballistic
limits data and "isaile residual velocity data.

Unusual missile-retarding characteristics were observed
for titanium A-11OAT and polymethyl methacrylate heet,
The energy absolrption characteristics of glass previously
reported were verified.

Consideration of these findings indicates that proper exploitation
of these phenomena can achieve significant provements in personnel
armor,

Sincerely,

1 Incl C. G. CALLOWAY I
CP-5 Major General, USACommanding
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YM-

During World War II, a mjor advance in personnel protection vas
=de by the introd•ction of Doron (a polyeste*r.lass fabric lainate)
and nylon cloth (as cloth or as a resin-bonded lamnate). Since that
tim, no significant progess has been ade in providing the colat
soldier vith armor vhich be can vear and vhich affords greater protec-
tion saganst battlefield missiles than the armor nm available.

The york described herein is of an exploratory nature. Its pur.
pose vas to detera.ne vhether or not cobinations of teri a cam
provide more protection than sinle armor uateriels. The favorable
results from tbese exploratory tests enhance the prospeet for bel-
omont of better armor vith materials now available throvo the us of
com•poite strwotres.

G]Ioo B. THOKAS, Ph.D.
Chief
Chcalc&1s end Plastics Division

JAMIS C. BA•.'D, Colonelp QC
Coind 0ng Officer
Q• R and I Center Laboratories

A. UUAM E1•U, Ph.D.
Scientific Director
QM Research and Engineering Comnnd
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ABMRC

The concept that composite armor, consisting of tvo or more dissimi-
lar materials., is capable of producing substantially greater protection
than an equivalent weight per unit area of any one compent V studied.
The results of exploratory experimts with the .22 caliber 17 grain T37
fragmnt simulating projectile, demonstrating the synergistic effect
obtainable with composite armr, are given for three system of two
componants each.

Measures of the ability to mdefeat" missiles (such as the V0 ballis-
tic resistance limit) and to retard missiles are presented as gu7des for
the sele. 'on and positioning of c amnts within a composite. Data on
residual velocity as a function of missile striking velocity obtained
with the .22 caliber 17 grain T37 frsagnt simulating projectile for 5
mterials (nylon cloth, titanium A-110AT, al.minm 2024T3, 3.v ass and
poJ.yIthyl methacrylate) are presented. By the application of this con-
cept of composite armor, significant advances are anticipated in prowid-
ing protection agaist battlefield missiles for personnel.
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COMPOSIT PM8SON1IE ARMO

IfODETION

The selection of materials for lightweight armor has, in the past,
been based on the sbility of the armor to *defeat" a test missile, i.e.,
prevent the missile from passing through the arsor and causing Injury or
damge to the target behind the armor. The *stopping ability" of the
armor is usually measured by one of three factors:

s- 1. The number or percentages of impacts wherein complete
penetration of the armor occurred.

2. The maximim velocity of the test missile at which n4 pene-
tration or a certain percentage of complete penetrations result (e.g.,
V5 0 for 50 per cent probability of penetration).

3. In term of a weight ratio, com ang a material with the
veight of a "standard matria." having the same stopping ability.

The selection of materials for armor usually has involved the choice
of a singl material rather tl-an a cabiratica of materials. When two
- terlals have been uiae4 the resson boa been to obtain advanTages not
related to the proteAtive charateriatics, e.g.., the use of a plastic
liner with the N-1 steul helmet in order tc haye a separte piece of
lightweight headgear. When two armor aterials are used together, the
resultant protective chara:,eristics of the zomposite have been inter-
mediate between those of an e ulvalent wigbt/unit area of each material^
The expression V50 3, ... ha" benz isedre to apoit~~; V(o- + V or ,0.
the V5 0 ballistic resistAnce limit, of a tvoOc•mpcnnt armor. The use of
this expressiopfr cakiratimr•s of layers of nylon fabric bas been Justi-
fied by Rogers•AJ from an atalysis of V5 0 be' t resistance limits data.

The first indlcattion t+.a there war* mpcerant factors other than
"stopping ability" cam in 1945. As !rtain *rperimats were designed
to make Doron (a resei-bonded_, lasR-sa: i-ti�atoe developed by the
Quartermaster Corpe &ring Worla War II) pr'rrde prctection against
sall arm fire by uaing struatres ir. frct of the Doron to mushroom,
yaw, deflect or break up e bul*-,, &ams sheet a readily obtainable
and very bard mterlal,, wva sa ted. When glass-faced Doron was
tested, it was found by Webater 1 that t-.4 s coWbination of mterials
was more effective than Doran, alss, ft le2. steel or a EHaUield
ste*s1-rm combination in defeating tarbine and rifle bullets (i.ee., a
sinif icantly lower weight of the copmlte was e then for either
of the single mterials). Mellecker and Gailus,13 then coduting work
on the developmnt of Doron armor urer Q•C ¢ntraet, were led by

*By Watertown (Uas.) Arsei.ul
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Webster's findings to study the missile-energy absorbing characteristics
of glass. They found that test missiles penetrating a pene of window
glass backed by Plasticene (artists' modeling clay), all stopped at
approximately the same depth in the clay regardless oi tae initial veloc-
ity of the missile. Missiles fired at 1200. 1600 and 1900 ft /sec all

penetrated to a depth of about five. centimeters. Prior experience had
shown that each centimeter of penetration beyond one centimeter indicated
20 ft /sec residual velc-ity. They also noted deformation of the hard-
ened steel missile, a yawed dart hardened to Rockwell C42. Furtber ex-
perimentation with a 7/32-4nch steel sphere, with clay penetration as the
criterion of residual velocity, shoved that the velocity loss of the mis-
sile was almost as large as the striking velocity, and that it increased
directly proportional witi increasing striking velocity. However, for
duraluminum (typical of =7 armor muterials, including steel and Dorm)),
the velocity loss of the missile increased only slightly with increasing
striking velocity and tended to approach a constant value.

During 1947-1950, the Midwest Research Institute, under contract to
the Ordnance Corps, studied the numerous factors involved in the general
problem of designing body aTr. to prn de mid== resistance to penetra-
tion of miunition fragnts.ka ,5) The performnce of armr materials was
defined by the projectile residual velocity vs. striking velocity relation-
ship. This relationship could be used to predict the performance of com-
posite armor. For e=ple, it was predictee. that a hypothetical 2024-T3
aluminn-nylon cloth smposite wvald be slzperior to either compoent in
stopping fre nts. It vas reported that --cpouites of these two mter-
ials, particularly at higher velocities: were f:und to be less effective
than predicted in reducing the velocity of pqnstrating missiles.

Another Ordnance contractor, Battelle Memorial Institute, found
that, as increasing o•mts of aluinum or stainless steel cloth were
substituted for nylon cloth,, sogres y lower ballistic values for
the composite were obtained. °) srl

The Aberdeen Proring Ground has dotermin4 thU residual velocities
of projectiles aftAr peneteatlon through arm.r arA has used such data
in evaluating t½ e t•tiTreness of ar-mor mat.ei als in term of estimtes
of casualty rat:.•. 1J)

In 1953, Weiibezger an& Delelieear( 8 ) reporte& that the ballistic
resistanze of fabric arwr co'uid be increasre ty a combination of fabrics
which took maxim advantag, of each fabri-e's behavior at different veloc-
ity leyels. A praentical appli:ation of this finding was the use of both

rkylotnt Fortisan fabrics in the Canaelan armr vest. Also, in 1953#
Weiner (9 reported that an iprovwent in ballistie resistance limit was
obtained by selecting, for the frent layers of a fabric araor structure,
a fabric highly resistant to shear and, for the rear layers, a fabric of
high resistance to yarn slippage.
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In 1955, consideration of (a) the energy absorption characteristics
of glass as reported by Mellecker and Gailus, (b) the greater effective-
ness of glass-faced Doron armor compared to single armor materials and
(c) the greater effectiveness of fabric composites compared to a single
fabric, led to the concept being presented by this report: that compos-
ite axror through proper selection and combination of components would
provide significantly greater protection than any single armor material.
Selection and cobination of components are based on consideration of
both the stopping power (for e.xmple, as expressed by a V50 ballistic
limit) and the ability of the material to reduce the kinetic energy of
the missile as it passes through it. The front cmpnent(s) is selected
from high energy absorbing materials to reduce the initial high velocity
of the missile, while the rear component(s) is selected from high stop-
ping power materials to defeat the missile. In such a combination, each
material vould be brought into operation at the velocity range where it
Vas most effective.

To test this cceept, the exploratory investigation described bhre
was conducted in 1956 with the following objectives:

a. To verify the remarkable egy absorption characteristics
of almss claime by Nellecker and Gailus•3 ) (using yawed dart and steel
sphere missiles and with clay pettion as mn index of residual velo-
city). This investigation usd a .2 calibe& T37 frI-Nt simlating
projectile and made direct masurt of the missile's residual velocity.

b. To determine whether a few arbitrarily selected combina-
tions of materials exhibitda any synergistic effects in providing pro-
tection agaist missiles.

c. To determine the energy absorption characteristics of a
few armor materials using as an index +he velocity loss of the missile
in passing throug the materi al.

3
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WRIRMMAL ME%=OD

Tvo measures of a maternal' effectiveness in providing protection
against missiles were determined.

The first measure is the conventional V50 b&U1zstAR (prote---_ )
limit which nesures stopping power. The velocity of attacking missiles
is determined at which the probability exists that fifty per cent of the
missiles pass through the target sad through a witness plate of 2024kTh
alaIMinu placed six inches behind the target. The procedure and equip-
ment for makrin the V5 0 limit dtermination is id W t .eca tq that used for
the testing of lightweight azmor materials or items.' 1,01 The custom-
ary l=line screen-cbronooraph-counter system was utilized to mnasure
missile velocity. The missile used in all cases vas the 17 grmln .22
caliber T37 fragmnt simulator.

The second =&asuwe of a materisl's effectiveness in providiAg pro-
tection against missiles is the velocity of the missile after it bas
passed through the armor material. This redu-- Myjqi$Zy ws detiermined
by using a secomd set of screens (connected vith anather set of counter
chphs) behind the target. The diagram (Figure 1) shows this
equipmt a the target ateriaL shattered and
spattered particles back toward the rear screens, a material of low re-
sistance to eotrap or 'filter out' those particles vas med in order to
eliminate the possibility of particles trigg•-rng the screens. Correc-
tion for the velocity loss incurred by the projectiles In passing thrOg
the 'filter" was mme fro v elocity loss curves previously dermined.
The correction never exceeded. 10 feet per secon and vas usually le]s
tbsn 100 feet per sec=4.

At velocities substantially below 1000 feet per secoad, paper
screens printed vith a silver grid were use* inste*a of the lvallme
screens. Also, a g, acau tg by coopessed helim was sed. This i
and equipment vas designed and built by personnel of the Biph es (13)
Ditrislon,, Directorate of NWs.:al Reses.arz Army Cheacal Center, W.

Three armor composites of awo co:pon-ats each and ft. materials were
tested. The V50 ballistie limit of a viaw gasas-nlon cloth cafosite
Vas deerminedin order to aseertain •uyi-y whetber or not the pevioWsly
reported energy absorption properties oe. glUs a "j1 be appa-,tV
tested with the .22 calibr frx t siul&a'.,r, A VO limijtt c
than vould be expcted" frm the eqation ,ro eo:posi V to%
would indicate that the slass c~;mnmt bA~ absozted. a SI ~LIL .j7
of energy froa the attacking missile. If a high V50 limit vwa i ,
verification of the erg absorption effect would be mods by tý-_-1'•-;
of the residual velocity of missiles passing throug glass. The V30 bal-
listic limits of two other coposites, a titiani alloy A-110AT bacrkd
with nylon cloth and a polyintbyl -- thacrylate sheet backed With polyvinyl
butyral vere also -etermined in an attempt to dimstrate that t a
other thaimalass also ehi~bited a syaerglstic effect vhen po l Loeod.

CONFIDENTIAL
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LUUILINC SCREENS TA(IT FMAIE LUUILIWI SCREENS SACK STOP

RIFLE

START TOP START STOP

000 0 00 00
0000 0000

Figure 1 - Arrangement of velocity-.masuring equipoent

The total weight of the composite was selected to be app:- x•imtely
40 ounces per square foot (areal density of M-1 helmet plus lii•r). The
ratio of the two components was determined by the availability of the
rigid components.

CONF IDENTIAL
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RESULTS

Vc Ballistic Resistance Limits

The V50 ballistic limits of a composite of window glass backed with
nylon fabric(ll) and the V50 limits of the two components are shown in
Table I and are compared at the composite areal density (41.7 os/sq ft)
with equivalent nylon fabric and glass. The comparison with glass is
made on the basis of an estimated V50 limit for 41.7 os/sq ft glass
calculated by interpolation of missile velocity loss data for 23.0 and
49.2 oz/sq ft glass and from the V50 limit for 23.0 os/sq ft glass.

TABLE I. V50 Ballistic Resistance Limits of Composite of Window Glass
Backed With Nylon Fabric and of the 2 Components

Areal Density V50 Limit
Material (02/oSlQ ft) (Protection)

Window glass, 3/32 inch
thick 23.0 392(a)

Nylon cloth, 14 oz/sq yd 12S0(b)
i2 plies, HIL-C-12369 18.7

Window xlass and nylon
cloth composite

Observed 41.7 1750
Calculated(c) 1339

(Difference between observed
and calculated values 411)

Equivalent weight of (b)
nylon cloth 41.7

Equivalent weight of (d)
glass 4.*7 760

(a)See Reference (14); (b) See Reference (15); (c) The V50 of
two components is equal to the square root of the sua o? the
squares of the 150's of each component; (d) Estimated.

It is apparent that glass in combination with nylon armor cloth, is
as effective in stopping the .22 caliber fragment simulator as an equiva-
lent weight of nylon armor cloth. In effect, glass, usually not considered
as an armor material, becomes the equivalent of nylon armor cloth when
combined with that cloth. Also, as shown in the table, the V7O limit ex-
perimentally determined for the glass-nylon cloth combination is 31 percent
greater (411 ft/sec) than the calculated limit. Therefore, glass must be
considered as possessing unusual enera absorption characteristics.

6
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The second two-component system tested in an attempt to demonstrate
the synergistic effect of composite armor consisted of a titanium alloy
and nylon fabric assembly. The titanium alloy, A-11OAT, containing
aluminum and tin, was selected when it was observed that this material
deformed impacting missiles. Deformaijion of missiles had also been ob-
served in the case of glass. It should be noted that the missiles are
hardened steel (Rockwell C30). A 0.063-inch thick sheet of A-1lOAT
titanium alloy, in the hot rolled annealed condition, was placed in
front of eight plies of nylon armor fabric. The test results for this
combination are shown in Table II and are compared to an equivalent
weight (36.9 oz/sq ft) of nylon armor fabric and of the titanium alloy.
The V50 limit for 36.9 oz/sq ft of titanium A-110A 1w4s estimated from
energy absorption data for 24.0 oz/sq ft material.

TABLE II. V50 Ballistic Resistance Limits of Composite of Titanium
Alloy A-11OAT Backed with 8 Plies of Nylon Cloth and of
the 2 Components

Areal Density V50 Limit
Material (0.jZ/s f t) (Protection).

Titanium alloy, A-IIOAT,
0.063 inch thick 24.5 1200

Nylon cloth, 14 oz/sq ft
8 plies, MIL-C-12369 12.4 1121(a)

Titanium alloy and nylon
cloth composite

Observed 36.9 1831
Calculated(b) 1642

(Difference between observed
and calculated values 189)

Equivalent weight of nylon
cloth 36.9 1675(c)

Equivalent weight of
A-1lOAT 36.9 1 7 50 (d)

(a)See Reference (16); (b) The V50 of two components is equal
to thesquare root of the sum of the squares of the V50 's of
each component; (c) See Reference (15); (d) Estimated-See
Reference (I4).

It is noted that the combination of titanium and nylon armor cloth
has superior protective characteristics compared to an equivalent weight
of either component and also, for the first time, the ballistic resistance
limit of nylon armor cloth has been exceeded. As shown in Table II, the
V50 limit of this combination was determined to be 156 ft/sec greater
th that of an equal weight of nylon armor cloth and is 189 ft/sec
greater than the calculated V50 limit for this combination. A synergis-
tic effect is also considered to be operative in this case.

7
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A third exaple of the synergistic effects of combinations of armor

mterials vas found in the tranuparent armor structures developed for mine
clearance armor. These consist of three cmoents laminated together:

a. A polymethyl methacrylate sheetp 3/8 inch in thickness.

b. An interlayer consisting of five layers, 0.015 inch pur
layer, of safety glass me &i polyvinyl butyral.

c. A backing film of 0.003 inch thick nylon (to retain shattered
fragnts of polyet-hyl methacrylate vhih my act as secondary missiles).

For the effects discussed, the influence of the backing film is neg-
ligible because of its thinness and its low density and can be disregarded.
Table III shovs the V5 0 limits of the two mJor coponents and of the
com•oite.

Table III. V5 0 Ballistic Resistance LTimts of Polyiethyl Nethacrylate
and 5 Layers of Polyvinyl Butyral &nd its 2 Components

Areal Density Vo0 Lii t
Yaterial (oz/sq rt) (Protectin)

Polymwtbyl metbacrylate sheet, 35.7 92D
3/8 inch thick

Polyrvl butyral, five layers., 6.8 410
each 0.015 inch thick

aX armor structure

Observed 42.5 1550
Calcilated* 0*2

(Difference between observed
arA calculated values 508)

Equivalent veight, of polymethyl
mtbacry:L~te shept 1025,

Equivalent weight of plyvinyl
butyral shet •42. 5 870
*?be 7o of two cmpoent is equal t the sq•a• e root of the am
of the squares of the V5 0so of each co.Ment.

This cminatiow of two plastic mterials, polymethyl methacrylate
and polyvinyl butyrol, quite different in pcsical mke-up from the arsas-
nylon fabric sad the titanim•-nylon fabric coibinations, also exhi•bits
mnusual energy absorption characteristics. The difference betwen ob-
served and calculated V5o limits for the transparent armor strucure is
approxiutely 500 ft/sec. The differences between the V50 limit for

8
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the composite structure and an equivalent weight of either the polymthyl
netbacrylate sbh-t or polyvinyl .butyral sheet is also large, approximtely
500 and 700 ft/sec., respectively. It is interesting to note, however,
that no deformation of the missile occurs vith this combiuation of plas-
tics.

Residual Velocity Results

The energy absorption characteristics of several msterials, including
lass, talso, fabrics and plastics, were determined. Figures 2 through

6 5bov the results plotted as missile residual velocity against missile
striking velocity. The relationships shown were calculated by the method
of least squares.

WiU ls 3/32x and 7/332- inch thick, vas tested in the range of
striking velocities from 700 to 2500 ft./sec. The significant fkt, as
shown by Figvre 2, is that the difference between the striking velocity
an& the reridual velocity (that is, the loss in velocity of the missile)
increrses as the vylocity increases, thereby confirming the conclusion of
earlier vorkers.( 3) For tw eals such as aluim , steel, a d nylcL armar
cioth, it has been foud(3v14) that this missile velocity loss diminishes
slowly with increasing velocity and approaches a limiing value. The
difference between striking velocity and residual velocity is represented
by the vertical distance between the cuzrve and the 45o line (residual
velocity : striking velo:ity') of Figure 2. The effectiveness of a mater-
Ia& in reducing the energy of the impacting missile is indicated by the
dist•noce of the curve below the 450 line and by its slope. The lower
-the curve and the closee. it approaches the horizantal, the mre effective
is 'the urinr mterial that the curre represents. The slope of the curve
indicates how rapidly the difference changes with velocity. For conven-
Stiomal materials, the slope appr:aches unity. For 3/3w-inch ,lass, the

sl00O is 0.79. For 7/32-inch 91Ass, the slope is 0.65, appreciab3y less
than that of the thinner glass. Consequently. it appears that the effect-
Iveness of glass Fs an energy ab'.orber increases with increasing thickness.

The residual velocity-st.-iking ve2ocity relationships of missiles
yenetrating A-10AT titanium alloy are shown in Figure 3. The lime
uhoren is 41&placed a considerab'i distauce frau the 45o reference line
at the lover striking veloci*.ies but is ciloar at the higher velocities.

ohe extent of the displacement f-rm the 450 raference line indicates a
ibgh capacity for energy absorption; 4te slpe (1.22) indicates that

-this capacity decreases with increasing .elocity. The latter indication
As questionable because of the blgb degree of scatter in the data and
insufficient number of points at the hbigher "felozAties.

Figure 4 shows the residiul velocity-striking velocity relationship
for missiles penetrating nylon cloth. This curve rapidly approaches the
150 reference line asymptotic4, and is considered to be typical of
mtaerials that are poor energy abscorbers when impacted by missiles
travelling at velocities much above the ballistic limit.

9
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The data for 1/8-inch thick 2024-T3 aluminum (formerly designated
24S-T300) are shown in Figure 5, as a straight line approximately
parallel (slope 1.02) to the 450 line. A straight line with a slope of
unity is considered to be typical of metals.

The residual velocity-striking, velocity data obtained with 3/8-inch
polymethyl meth_.rylate sheet (35.7 os/sq ft) are shown in Figure 6.
The straight line for polymethyl methacrylate sheet is displaceda con-
siderable distance from the 450 reference line. The slopeof the line
is 1.03.

Comparison of Figures 2 through 6 shows that the velocity loss of
the .22 caliber T37 fragment simulator in passing through armor is de-
pendent upon the material and upon the areal density of the armor.
Materials of different types appear to differ greatly in reducing the
velocity of this particular missile. A comparison of the data for two
thicknesses of glass shows that the velocity loss/areasdensity ratio is
greater for the thicker glass throughout the range of ntriking velocities.
For both thicknesses, the velocity lose/areal density ratio is greater at
the higher than at the lower velocities. Table IV shows this ratio at
two striking velocities. Table IV also shows that the velocity lore/
weight ratio is less at the higher velocity for titanium A-11OAT and n•,1on
cloth, but is 'tn-ent for the aluminum alloy and for polymethyl metha-

crylate. Titanimu A-llOATT has a much higher velocity lose/weight ratio
at both the velocities shown than any of the materials. However, at
lower velocities than shown here, nylon cloth is expected to have a ratio
approaching that of titanium A-11OAT.

TABLE IV. Ratio of Velocity Loss (ft/eec) to Areal Density (oz/sq ft)

Weight Missile Strikina VelocitY
Material (o/so ft 1500 ftec 2000 ft/ec

Glass, 3/32" 23 17.0 21.7

Glass, 7/32" 49.2 20.5 24.2

Titanium A-11OAT 24.5 43.9 40.0

Nylon Cloth 18.7 28.1 21.7

Aluminm 2024-T3 29.5 17.6 17.6

Polymethyl uethacrylate 35.7 24.1 23.8

11
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DISCUSSION

The results of the three compsite syst presented show that the
V50 ballistic limtts of armor can be increase beyond that vhich can be
expected of single nterials. In oe case, it vas demostrated that one
cmpont, glaus (usually regarded as a poor armor material), when com-
bined vith an excellent armor material (nylon fabric), becows eqraiv•lent
in performance to the excellent material. Polmethyl - •-otacrylate and
polyvinyl butyrals, both infemior in missile-stopping ability, when con-
bibed, produce good transparent armor. When two good armor materials,
titaniau and nylon cloth, are combined, the resulting composite is
superior in protective characteristics to any known aror material (based
on a calculated V•O ballistic resistance limit for titanlm A-11••T).

Of the three composites tested, only one, the polym!thyl - _th-crylate/
polyvinyl butyral composite, bad a V¥ ballistic resistance limdt sub-
stantially greater (fifty per cent) m the V5 limit of either cmgaant
on an equal areal density basis. The surprising effe.tiveass of this
cowposite camot be c1petely explained in teom of its cconents. Al-
thObgh the polymiethl mtbacrylate is effective in retarding missiles, the
rear component, polyvinyl butyral, has a very low V50 ballistic limit for
its areal density. Thus, although this example does -- t-ate that
composites are better than single materials, it is an exception to the
supposition that the rear cpompet of such ccmposites mist be a material
of higb stopping pover. Also, apparetly, missile deformation is not re-
quired for cmgoasites to be more effective than their componets.

The other two eomposites have VO ballistic resistance limits not
mach different f that of the better component but oubstantill
greater than the other coment, The glass-nylon c osite has a V50
lnimt double that of glass but very slightly less thon that of mylon
cloth on an eqml areal density basis. Comparison of the residual
velocity-striking velocity cri-vs (Figures 2 and 4) for 3/32-ich glass
and nylon cloth shows that the difference betwoen the two materials at
the V~ limit of the cmoit* (approzimately 1800 feet/secoml) is very
small( less than 50 fee/second), vith nylcn cloth having the hhr
value. Therefore, it vould not be reasonable in this case to expect the
composite to be distinctly superior to the better ccsm Mt. This cm-
posite d ita ,s, howeverr, that a material vith low stoppdig power,
but effective as a retarding material, can be substituted for a portion
of an armor material with a high V5 0 lIIit to form a composite providing
equivalent protection.

The titanium A-llQfA atd nylon cloth ccmposite has a Vo limit
somevhat greater than either nylon cloth (by 156 feet/secon&) or thetl••i~io (br anestma• 1 oetiseon4) on an seaml area density

iLb~LL1645.k9~7 koy au entlUWOad 812 see5~CI O a
basis. Comparison of the residual velocity-striking curves for the
two materials shows that, for the velocity range explored, the titaania
alloy is more effective in reducing the missile velocity than is nylon
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fabric. Hoveirer, an extrapolation of the curves to lover velocities
indicates that the difference between the two diminishes rapidly and
eventually nylon is superior. Considering the composite to be formed
by substituting titanium for the front portion of armor consisting of
nylon cloth, it is reasonable to expect the composite to be distinctly
superior to the nylon cloth (the test results confirm this). When the
composite is considered to be formed by substituting nylon cloth for
the -&ear portion of the titanium, it is reasonable to expect the com-
posite to be equivalent or slightly superior to the titanium alloy:
"again, the results confirm this expectation.

Missile deformation is apparently not required for synergism to
occur, although it may play a role in some composite system. Missile
deformation did not occur in the, case of the composite with the largest
synergistic effect, namely polymethyl methacrylate-polyvinyl butyral.

Since the components, their combinations, and the relative areal
densities of the components and total composite areal density were
arbitrarily chosen or determined by the availability of the materials,
it is reasonable to expect that more effective combinations cam be
designed within the practical areal density range for personnel armor
(10 lD40oz/sq ft).

Since a V5 0 limit of approximately 1800 ft /sec has already beea
attained by a composite whose areal density is equal to that of the M-1
helmet and liner (36.9 oz /sq ft.), a V 0 limit of at least 2000 ft7

or the .22 caliber T37 fragnt simulator) for a properly de-
signed composite helmet does not seem unreasonable. Such a future
helmet vill be capabli of protecting ag• •nt missiles with four times
the kinetic energy cf missiles than can be defeated by the present
standard helmet. Although V5 0 limits are not readily translatable in
terms of reduction in battlefield casualties, it appears reasonable to
consider such an increase in VWO limit o.hov1ld be highly important.

Likewisee, for body armor, at an areal density of 20 oz /sq ft ,

it appears feasible to increase the V5 0 limit of the armor vast from
the present 1250 ft /sec to 1500 ft 7sec.

Protection for the infantry soldier against. esall arms fire,
although not imminent at this time will become practical if another
fifty per cent decrease in weight can be attained. The first fifty
per cent decrease in weight was made possible in 1945(2) by the use
of a glass-Doronu composite as compared to a single material. At
present: as indicated by exploratory experiments at this Center,
protection against the .30 caliber ball ammition at a 400 to 500
yard range can be obtained by a 7 lb /sq ft composite armor. This
ar--r appears f u for cert applicatons where the armor is

not worn by the soldier, such as for armoring specific areas of Army
aircraft, e.g., 3eats for the protection of personnel. Composites

13
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my bme e• o sre effective at nwch highrs areal dmsities to provide
protection aplust heavier an higher velocity mossiles; the results
obtaine for alasm aul cait. its increasing effectiveness at higbe
velocities an its greaster velocity loUs/areal deaity ratio at higher
areal emsti/eso Such arozr my be practical for stationary strutures
or for powered vWicles.
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COCUISIONS

The belief that the efficiency of a material for personnel armor
is expressed by a V5 0 ballistic resistance limit or other easure of
its missile stopping paver is only partially correct. The stopping
power of the complete armor my indeed be the criterion for armor
considered as a whole*; but, for component materials of composite
armor, both the V 0 ballistic resistance Uimt (stopping paver) and
the missile velocity loss (retardation effect) nee&-be considered in
any evaluation or selection. Although materials such as glass have
very low stopping power, they are capable, nevertheless, of reducing
significantly the energy of the penetrating missile. High energy
absorbers, as a class of umterials distinct from materials of high
stopping power, bave been almst completely overlooked in the search
for personnel armor w•-trials. Materials of high stopping paver, such
as nylon cloth, tested above their ballistic resistance linit, offer
less resistance, i.e., slow down the missile less than the high energy
absorption type of material. It is conceded that materials may exist
which have a high ballistic resistance limit as well as good missile-
retarding characteristics.

Properly selected combinations of high energy absorbing uaterials
with high stopping power materials are more effective than either con-
ponent of equivalent areal density. Practical guides to the selection
of camponents are the V50 ballistic resistance limit (or equivalent)
and the relationship between missile striking velocity and resitaal
velocity. At of two components into a composite is determined
by placing the more effective missile retarding component in front of
the more effective missile stopping component.

*Neglecting any decrease in the severity of wouds as a result of
armor reducing the velocity of missiles.

15
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SUSArY

The energy absorptop characteristics of gleas preyiously reported
by Mellecker and Gailusl 3) have been verified for the .22 caliber 17
grain T37 tezt I n siulator. Unusual aissile-retarding character-
istics vere also observed for titaniu A-1,0AT and for polyinthyl
methacrylate sheet.

A significant synergstic effect was noted when a uaterial with
high stopping power vas cobined with a mterial of high ergy absorp-
tion. Three coposite structures--a glass-nylon cloth, a titlni-nyloa
cloth and a polymertyl -1thacrylat.-polyrinyl butyral lýLatai-..vere
found to be equivalent or superior in protective characteristics to an
equivalent weight per umit area of any comvnt.

A comosite structure of titanium and nylon cloth vas found to be
superior in protective characteristics to any knom armor material (for
the .22 caliber 17 pai'n Tri frap, simjlator in the areal density
range teste4).

A method of selecting coqxomuts for a synergistic copouite that
is superior in protective characteristics to any sinal comat was
suggested by the use of ball I stic lIr.ts data and missile residul
Velocity data.
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rJRE WORK

The exploratory investigation Just described has demonstrated that
materials do differ in their ability to slow down missiles passing
through them as yell as in the ability to stop missiles. Composites of
dissimilar components properly selected and positioned have a higher
ballistic resistance limit (V50 ) than a cowponent of areal density equal
to that of the composite.

Since composites appear to offer the possibility of significantly
increasing the protection afforded combat personnel against battlefield
missiles, the Q) RU Center Laboratories are conducting an extensive
investigation of materials to determine ballistic resistance limits and
energy absorption data (missile striking velocity vs residulal velocity).
These data should be useful in the. selection and proper pc,&:itioning of
components. The materials selected for study vill include those mater-
ials not usually considered suitable for armor since (a) good energy
absorbing materials apparently need not by tbemselves be good absorbers
and (b) the immediate purpose of the investigation is to obtain funda-
mental information concerning materials that may lead to significantly
superior armor rather than to a trial and error design of a practical
armor system. Specific classes of materials selected are metals, tex-
tiles, plastics, glasses and ceramics. In order to determine, clearly
the relationship betwen the missile stoppiug ana retarding er-
istics of comoet materials and their composites, the coxposites vill
be evaluated con rret1ly with single materials.

The QX PA Center program will consider factors such as natefiaL
veight (area] density), size and type of missile, and missile striking
velocity. The areal density vill be in the r&an considered suitable
for personnel armor, vz,•10 to 40 os /so, ft Testing will be ccted
with the following missiles: .22, .15 and .10 caliber fragpe&i simalat-
ing projectiles, flechettes and other missiles of unusual sive or form.
Data will be obtained over the range of missile strikin veloities from
just above the ballistic resistance limit of the material to approzi-
mately .4 ft -'see
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